Instructions for Use
Dilution Ratios: For normal cleaning add 4 to 8 ounces of "Wash 'N Roll" concentrate into a gallon of water.
You can safely Increase the concentration to up to 16 ounces per gallon of water for very dirty doors. For
grease or other embedded grime "Zap-It Chalk & Grease Buster" may be required (see instructions below).
Cleaning Instructions: Simply rinse the door with properly diluted "Wash 'N Roll" using your sprayer or power
washer of choice. If the door is very dirty, first wet the door with "Wash 'N Roll" then use a soft "RV" type
brush to loosen the dirt. If grease or embedded grime is present you can enhance the cleaning process by
applying "Zap-It Chalk & Grease Buster" while the door is still wet, scrub with the "RV" brush to loosen the
grime, then do the final rinse with the "Wash 'N Roll" solution and let it dry on the door for a streak-free
finish. Note: do not spray "Zap-It Chalk & Grease Buster" full strength on a dry door. Apply full strength only
to a wet door to avoid damaging the finish.
Tip: Cleaning your doors on a schedule can help reduce buildup and eliminate the need to brush the door.
A Note on Sprayers: While you can use any sprayer, we recommend you consider an economical power
cleaner available at many hardware and big box stores. These rechargeable units use as little as 32 oz of
diluted cleaner per door -and will siphon water directly from a bucket. Put 3 buckets on a cart, grab a brush, a
gallon of “Wash 'N Roll” and your power cleaner and you have all you need to quickly clean your doors.
Safety: Wash 'N Roll is generally very safe to use - especially in dilute form - however you must read and
follow all cautionary statements and warnings on side panel and in the MSDS. Non-flammable.
FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
CALL POISON CONTROL HELP LINE l-800-222-1222
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